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ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

 
MT. CARMEL PUBLIC UTILITY CO.  ) 
Proposed Electric Rate Design Revision ) 
And Proposed General Increase in Gas ) Docket No. 13-0079 
Rates       ) 
  

INITIAL BRIEF OF MT. CARMEL PUBLIC UTILITY CO. 
 

Now comes Mt. Carmel Public Utility Co., by and through its attorney, Eric 

Bramlet of Koger & Bramlet, P.C., and for its Initial Brief in the foregoing caption sets 

forth as follows: 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Docket No. 13-0079 was initiated by the Illinois Commerce Commission 

(“Commission”) as a result of a filing by Mt. Carmel Public Utility Co. (“Company”) on 

December 28, 2012, of tariffs, the direct testimony of Company witness Dan Long, and 

accompanying schedules.  This filing contained a request for a consolidation of 

Company’s current bundled electric rates with its current electric delivery service rates, 

with no request for an increase in electric rates.  The filing also contained a request for 

a general increase in the Company’s gas rates regulated by the Commission.   

The Company’s last increase in electric and gas “bundled” rates was a result of 

the filing of tariff sheets pursuant to Commission order in Docket 07-0357.  These tariffs 

became effective on April 1, 2008 and remain in effect. 

The Company proposed in its filing in this docket an original cost adjusted rate 

base for gas operations of $3,263,509 and a proposed rate of return on gas rate base of 

7.1753%.  This proposal yields gas net operating income of $362,508.  This results in a 

requested revenue increase for gas operations of $591,741 without add-on taxes. 

(Filing schedule A-2 gas)
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A. PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

The Company’s filing was contained in two volumes.  Volume 1 contained Direct 

Testimony of Company witness Mr. Dan Long and supporting exhibits, and Volume 2 

which contained the filing schedules. These exhibits and schedules supported the 

positions and adjustments of Company and were marked MCPU Exhibits 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 

4.0, 5.0 and Schedules A, B, C, & D.   

Following a schedule established at a procedural hearing, the Staff of the 

Commission (“Staff”) filed direct testimony in response to the Company’s initial filing.  

Staff filed direct testimony sponsored by Mr. Scott Tolsdorf (ICC Staff Exhibit 1.0), Ms. 

Burma Jones (ICC Staff Exhibit 2.0), Ms. Sheena Kight-Garlisch (ICC Staff Exhibit 3.0), 

and Ms. Alicia Allen (ICC Staff Exhibit 4.0), along with accompanying schedules and 

attachments. 
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Rebuttal Testimony filed by the Company was also sponsored by Mr. Long as 

MCPU Exhibit 1.0R.  Staff filed Rebuttal Testimony by Mr. Tolsdorf (ICC Staff Exhibit 

5.0), Ms. Jones (ICC Staff Exhibit 6.0), and Ms. Allen (ICC Staff Exhibit 7.0).  Revised 

Surrebuttal testimony was filed on behalf of the Company by Dan Long as MCPU 

Exhibit 1.0SR.  Joint Cross Exhibit 1.0 (Cost of Service Study for gas from ICC Docket 

07-0357) was also admitted.   

An evidentiary hearing was held on July 16, 2013, at the offices of the 

Commission in Springfield, Illinois.  Testimony of the parties was submitted by Affidavits 

and admitted into the record. 

B. NATURE OF OPERATIONS 

The Company is a regulated combination electric and gas utility with operations 

located primarily in Wabash County, Illinois. The Company provides electric service at 

retail rates to approximately 5,500 customers.  The Company also provides gas service 

at retail rates to approximately 3,600 customers.  (Filing Schedule A-3) 

C. TEST YEAR 

In its December 28, 2013 filing, the Company utilized a historical test year 

consisting of the 12 months ending December 31, 2011.  (MCPU Exhibit 1.0, page 5)  

This was the most recent historical period for which the Company had financial results 

when work on this filing began.   

II. RATE BASE 

The Company’s initial filing proposed an unadjusted Electric Rate Base balance 

of $17,076,124 reflecting a December 31, 2011 balance. (Filing Schedule B-2 Electric)  

Company proposed an adjustment to this balance of ($86,369), resulting in a proposed 
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adjusted (Pro Forma) Electric Rate Base of $16,989,755. (MCPU Ex. 1.0 p. 21-22).  

Staff’s adjustments proposed by Mr. Tolsdorf resulted in a Staff Pro Forma Electric Rate 

Base of $16,102,914.  (ICC Staff Exhibit 1.0, Schedule 1.03E) 

The Company’s initial filing proposed an unadjusted Gas Rate Base balance of 

$3,117,379 reflecting a December 31, 2011 balance.  (Filing Schedule B-2 Gas)  

Company proposed adjustments to Gas Rate Base resulting in an adjusted (Pro Forma) 

Gas Rate Base of $3,263,509.  Staff, by Mr. Tolsdorf, proposed adjustments resulting in 

a Pro Forma Gas Rate Base of $2,987,289.  (ICC Staff Exhibit 1.0, Schedule 1.03G) 

Staff proposed various adjustments to the Company electric and gas rate base 

data which are not opposed by the Company.  These include an adjustment to Office 

Building Allocation, General Plant Maintenance Expense, Accumulated Depreciation, 

Working Capital Expense, and Unamortized Rate Case Expense.  (ICC STAFF Exhibit 

1.0, Schedule 1.04E and 1.04G) 

 There were no contested issues between the parties on Rate Base and the 

adjustments proposed by Staff to the Rate Base were accepted by Company. 

III. OPERATING REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

Company proposed in MCPU Ex. 1.0, p. 26 an overall increase in gas revenue of 

$591,742, or 19.55%.  The increase is allocated to Residential Gas service in the 

amount of $422,355 and to Commercial Gas service in the amount of $169,387.  No 

increase in electric revenue was proposed by Company.  Staff proposed various 

adjustments to the Company electric and gas Operating Revenues and Expenses that 

are not opposed by the Company and which did not impact Company’s revenue 

request.   
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Mr. Scott Tolsdorf in ICC Staff Exhibit 1.0, p. 3 and in ICC Staff Exhibit 5.0, p. 1-

2, recommended that the Commission grant the revenues requested by Company for 

both the electric and gas operations and that the request was reasonable.   

As clarification, the only adjustment to expense that was addressed by Mr. Long 

in his Rebuttal Testimony dealt with an adjustment proposed in the Direct Testimony of 

Ms. Jones over the issue of “lobbying expenses.”  Mr. Long stated that the only 

“lobbying expenses” were those related to time spent for filing reports required for 

compliance with statute and regulation and should be allowed as a matter of compliance 

with law.  No actual lobbying was actually performed.  Company accepted the 

adjustment for this filing only and did not accept Staff’s position for future treatment of 

these expenses in subsequent rate case.  (MCPU Ex. 1.0R p. 4-5) 

IV. COST OF CAPITAL/RATE OF RETURN 

Company in MCPU Ex. 1.0, beginning at p. 11, discussed its proposed cost of 

capital and rate of return on rate base.  Company witness Mr. Long stated that the 2011 

historical capital structure would be an inaccurate representation of Company’s costs 

going forward.  The year 2011 debt came due in August 2012, and was restructured.  

The Company calculated a proposed weighted overall cost of capital of 7.4385% for 

electric operations and 7.1753% for gas operations.  

Staff witness Ms. Kight-Garlisch proposed an overall rate of return for Company’s 

electric delivery service operations of 7.57% and 7.12% for the gas distribution 

operations.  (ICC Staff Exhibit 3.0, p. 31)  Company did not contest Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s 

proposal. 
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V. COST OF SERVICE STUDY/RATE DESIGN 

A. GAS COST OF SERVICE STUDY 

Cost of Service Studies are utilized primarily for the allocation of total utility 

revenue requirement among the various rate classes.  Historically, the allocation has 

been done through a traditional embedded cost allocation methodology, similar to what 

has been done in Company’s last rate cases.   Currently, there are only two rate classes 

for gas service, residential and commercial.  (MCPU Ex. 1.0, p. 24)  The total revenue 

for each of the Company’s two rate classes differs only by 0.1% from the relative 

proportions of each class in docket 07-0357.  (MCPU Ex. 1.0, p. 25)  Therefore, 

Company did not perform a Cost of Service Study for this proceeding due to the 

complexity and time involved for such a small difference.  Staff had no objection to 

Company’s using the same class revenue allocations approved in the prior rate case, 

71% of the costs to Residential class and 29% to the Commercial class.   (Staff Exhibit 

4.0, p. 6) 

B. RATE DESIGN 

1. ELECTRIC 

 Company proposes consolidating its bundled rates with new delivery service 

rates and cancelling the current delivery service rates.  (MCPU Ex. 1.0, p. 31)  This 

would apply to the Residential, Commercial, Large Light and Power, Light and Power 

(to be renamed Industrial Electric Delivery Service as discussed below), Municipal 

Pumping, and Outdoor Area Lighting classes.  (MCPU Ex. 1.0, pp. 33, 37, 41, & 44)  No 

delivery service rate exists for Residential Space Heating and Commercial Space 

Heating.  Company did not propose any revenue increases to its electric rates.  The 
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consolidation of electric rates was designed to update and simplify its electric rate 

schedules.  (MCPU Ex. 1.0, 31-32)   

 Company proposed in its filing that all purchased power costs should be removed 

from base rates.  Company submitted that all purchased power costs should be 

recovered in the Fuel Adjustment Clause rider (“FAC” or “Rider B”) going forward.  This 

would allow Company’s base rates to become competitively neutral for customers. 

(MCPU Ex. 1.0, p. 32-33)   

 Staff adopted Company’s proposals for the electric rate consolidation with only a 

few minor changes, which Company adopted.  One change is to rename the Light and 

Power Electric Service class to Industrial Electric Delivery Service class.  Staff and 

Company agreed on an alternate method to remove the purchased power costs for 

customers in the renamed Industrial Electric Delivery Service class that was set forth by 

Company in Att. G of Staff Exhibit 4.0.  (Staff Exhibit 4.0, p. 26)   

2. GAS 

 Company proposed an increase in the Residential gas customer charge to be 

increased from $11.50 to $15.00.  This was coupled with a proposed increase in the 

current per therm charge from $0.217 to $0.3460.  (MCPU Ex. 1.0, p. 28)  These 

proposed charges were only $698.06 lower than the targeted Residential class revenue 

requirement.  Company proposed on the Commercial gas customer charge an increase 

from $38.50 to $42.00 per month.  Again, an increase in the per therm charge was also 

proposed from the current $0.16 to $0.3103.  This would result in Commercial class 

customer gas revenues $93.31 higher than the targeted amount.  (MCPU Ex. 1.0, p. 29)  

These proposals were not made based on a Cost of Service Study (“COSS”), but were 
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based on equities and the demographics of Company’s customer base and sources of 

competition.  Further, Company’s proposal strikes a balance that would allow customers 

to mitigate an increase by reducing or controlling their gas consumption.  (ICC Staff  Ex. 

4.0, p. 9 / See Company’s Data Request Response to AAA 1.01-1.04, Att. A)  

 Staff witness Ms. Allen submitted that she did not agree with Company’s rate 

allocation of the requested increase to the customer and therm charges.   Ms. Allen 

cites rate objectives in her testimony from Gas Rate Fundamentals, Fourth Edition, 

American Gas Association, 1987, page 152 as follows:  “achieving the revenue 

requirement, economic efficiency, fairness or equity, simplicity and administrative ease, 

conservation of resources, stability and gradualism, social goals, environmental 

protection, employment, and balance of payments.”  (ICC Staff Exhibit 4.0, p. 9-10)   

 Ms. Allen states that in her opinion, Company’s proposal does not meet the 

criteria of stability and gradualism and could have an adverse impact on customers.   

She further states that in the next rate case, if a true COSS was used to allocate costs, 

and Company’s proposal was implemented, it could cause an increase to the customer 

charge or a decrease to the per therm charge or both.  (ICC Staff Exhibit 4.0, p11)  She 

feels rate shock could then occur.  However, Ms. Allen fails to assess the rate shock 

imposed on customers under her proposal for a higher customer charge.  This could 

translate into customers who have a customer charge that is higher than their usage 

charges.  Moreover, she fails to address the other rate objectives which she pointed out 

from Gas Rate Fundamentals.  Namely, that Company’s proposal achieves the revenue 

requirement, has economic efficiency, is fair and equitable, simple, conserves resources 

and meets social goals.  Company’s proposal allows the customer to have more control 
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over how his or her consumption affects their bill and therefore is not confusing and 

does not cause rate shock.  By effective conservation of energy, there are 

environmental protections as well. 

 Ms. Allen states that because no COSS was filed in this case, it is unknown 

whether the increase in rates should be apportioned at a higher percentage to either the 

customer charge or per therm charge in the design of gas rates.  It is only her opinion of 

what is equitable versus the opinion of Company witness Mr. Long.  Further, most of her 

opinion is based on conjecture of what might happen in the future and not on current 

circumstances.  (ICC Staff Exhibit 7.0, p. 3-4)  In reality, in the future, both the Company 

and Staff would look at the present allocation to develop an equitable allocation and not 

simply walk blindly into rate shock as she seems to suggest.  

 Mr. Long in MCPU Exhibit 1.0R states that factors other than a COSS should be 

looked at in allocating the costs of service.  Mr. Long asserts that the economy has 

seen a general downturn since the last rate case.  Company’s proposal allows the 

customer to have some control over the impact of the increase by controlling their 

usage.  The only control they have over a high customer charge is to cancel service, 

which is a detriment to the Company and to the customer.  Customers would have to 

either cancel service, or absorb over one half of the overall increase in Ms. Allen’s 

proposal with no control.  Stability is maintained with one of the components relatively 

unchanged, i.e, a lower customer charge as proposed by Company.  (MCPU Ex. 1.0R, 

p. 7-8)   

 If a customer cancels gas service, then they will most likely move to an alternate 

energy source, such as propane.  With other competitive advantages of propane 
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existing, such as lower costs in connection fees, it makes the Company sensitive to the 

customer charge.  Even though natural gas is cheaper to use on a per therm basis, the 

associated costs of connection fees and a high customer charge could swing the 

balance in favor of propane.  Further, for seasonal users, such as space heating 

customers, a high customer charge will create more disconnects and connects and 

therefore cause higher operating costs for Company.  (MCPU Ex. 1.0R, p. 8-9) 

 Mr. Long states that it has been his experience that “increases or changes to 

specific rate components do not track from case to case based upon only costs in those 

specific cases.”  (MCPU Ex. 1.0SR, p. 4)  Mr. Long has been a long established expert 

in the field of rate making and his testimony should be given weight accordingly.   

 Ms. Allen cites in her testimony several cases which she relies on to propose and 

advocate her across-the-board position for the increase in the rate design allocation 

between the customer charge and the per therm charge.  However, the cases upon 

which she relies are clearly not on point in this docket.  The first case, Northern Hills 

Water and Sewer Co., Docket No. 10-0298, involved the utility itself proposing an 

across-the-board rate design, which the Staff agreed to.  (See p. 9 of the Final Order) 

The other three cases cited had a lack of sufficient cost information provided by 

the utilities available for Staff to perform a COSS by Staff.  See: Sundale Utilities, Inc., 

Docket No. 08-0549, p. 11-12; Sundale Utilities, Inc., Docket No. 04-0637, p. 12; and 

Cedar Bluff Utilities, Inc., Docket Nos. 03-0398, p. 16.  Further, the utility companies 

involved agreed with Staff’s proposals to use an across-the-board allocation whereas 

Company does not in this docket.  Moreover, not once in Ms. Allen’s testimony did she 

indicate that there was insufficient cost information for a COSS to be performed by 
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Company or by Staff.  Therefore, Staff’s reliance on the across-the-board proposal is ill-

founded.   

 The Commission has the ability to accept the cost allocation proposal of 

Company or of Staff, or in the alternative, to adopt customer charges and per therm 

charges that blend the two proposals and the merits of each. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 The Company and Staff have worked diligently and cooperatively on matters and 

issues brought into this proceeding.  The only issue outstanding is the cost allocation for 

gas service between the customer charge and the per therm charge.  Both sides 

admittedly have merit and the Commission should use its ability to determine the best 

blend of the parties’ two positions to adopt an allocation that meets the concerns of both 

parties and the customers of Company. 

Respectfully submitted this 13th day of August, 2013. 

 

      Mt. Carmel Public Utility Co. 

 

 

By Eric Bramlet of 
Koger & Bramlet, P.C. 
316 ½ Market Street, P.O. Box 278 
Mt. Carmel, Illinois  62863 
 
Tel. 618.263.3502 
Fax 618.263.3504 
Email:  ericbramlet@kogerbramletlaw.com 
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